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Antinozzi Associates has promoted four long time staff members to a newly established associate
level of leadership; three to the title of associate and one as senior associate.
"On behalf of the principals and myself, we are thrilled to acknowledge these four exceptional
individuals in appreciation for all of their efforts to advance our firm," said Michael Ayles, principal of
business development. "Based on our recent observations, speaking with the staff that work with
them, and recognizing how much they have contributed (and continue to contribute) to the firm, we
knew it was the right decision to create this title and promote these professionals as the first ones to
this level. We see them as future leaders of the company."
After many years of working with the firm, David Ferris, Jose Imery, Kevin Matis and Patricia
McKeon have proven themselves through their talents in the areas of design, project management,
and technology.

Ferris, associate AIA has been a key member of the firm, capable of directing and managing their
most complicated (and largest) public school projects and guiding his team from start to finish. 
Imery joined Antinozzi Associates in 2006, from one of the largest design firms in the world, to solely
manage retail branch projects for one of the firm's most prominent financial clients. 

Since graduating from architecture school in the late 1990s, Matis, LEED-AP has been instrumental
in the development of the firm's projects - through management and technology. 
With a broad range of skills that include interior design, space programming/planning, project
management, and client relations, McKeon, NCIDQ joined Antinozzi Associates in 1998 and
became the firm's senior interior designer in 2006.
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